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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 
 
MUHAMMAD ALI ENTERPRISES 
LLC, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

2016superstore, et al., 

Defendants. 

 
 
 
 
Civil Action No. 1:21-cv-01213-AT 
 
 
 

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER 

 

INTRODUCTION 

THIS CAUSE has come before the Court on Plaintiff Muhammad Ali 

Enterprises LLC’s (“Plaintiff’s”) Motion for an Order to Show Cause why a 

Preliminary Injunction Should Not Issue (“Motion for Preliminary Injunction”) 

pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), 

15 U.S.C. § 1116, 15 U.S.C. § 1114, and 15 U.S.C § 1125(a). The Court previously 

entered a temporary restraining order (“TRO”), which included an asset freeze and 

other equitable relief.  
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As discussed below, Plaintiff has satisfied the requirements for the issuance 

of a preliminary injunction. 

I. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS 

A court will issue a preliminary injunction where the requesting party 

demonstrates the following four factors: (1) it has a substantial likelihood of success 

on the merits; (2) the moving party will suffer irreparable injury if the order is not 

granted; (3) that the threatened injury to the plaintiff outweighs the harm the relief 

would inflict on the non-movant; and (4) entry of the order would serve the public 

interest. Schiavo ex. rel Schindler v. Schiavo, 403 F.3d 1223, 1225–26 (11th Cir. 

2005) (per curiam); Cathedral Art Metal Co. v. Divinity Boutique, LLC, 2018 WL 

566510 at *4 (N.D. Ga. 2018) (applying four-part test and granting preliminary 

injunction in a Lanham Act case).  

II. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

This Court, having reviewed the Plaintiff’s Motion, Memorandum, and 

supporting declarations and evidence, makes the following findings of facts and 

conclusions of law: 
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Alibaba, AliExpress, DHGate, Amazon, Ebay, Joom, and/or Wish 

(“Marketplaces”).  

4) Defendants offer to sell and offer to ship their goods to buyers located 

in the United States, including in this judicial district. 

5) Defendants accept payment for their goods in U.S. Dollars through a 

variety of payment processors and financial institutions, including AliPay, DHPay, 

PayPal, and ContextLogic (“Financial Institutions”). 

6) Each Defendant is advertising and offering for sale goods using or 

bearing counterfeit copies of at least one of Plaintiff’s Marks, is using a counterfeit 

of at least one of Plaintiff’s Marks in its listings for non-genuine copies of 

Plaintiff’s goods, or is using a confusingly similar trademark to one of Plaintiff’s 

Marks in the marketing and sale of its goods (“Counterfeit Products”) through its 

virtual storefront(s) on the Marketplaces. 

7) Each Defendant has sold and shipped, and/or is willing to sell and 

ship, Counterfeit Products to customers in the United States, including in this 

judicial district. 

8) Defendants are subject to the personal jurisdiction of this Court 

pursuant to Rule 4(k)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and exercising 

jurisdiction over Defendants is consistent with the United States Constitution and 
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its laws. Based on the facts set forth above, it is reasonable for Defendants to 

expect that they may be sued in the United States. U.S. S.E.C. v. Carrillo, 115 F.3d 

1540, 1542-47 (11th Cir. 1997)(holding court had personal jurisdiction over foreign 

corporation where defendant placed ads for securities in two airlines’ in-flight 

magazines, mailed offering materials directly to U.S. investors, and maintained 

U.S. bank accounts to receive payment from investors.); Louis Vuitton Malletier, 

S.A. v. Mosseri, 736 F.3d 1339, 1355-58 (11th Cir. 2013)(affirming jurisdiction 

over non-resident who sold counterfeit products through fully-interactive website). 

9) Plaintiff has never authorized any of the Defendants to use any of 

Plaintiff’s Marks on or in the advertising, promotion, or sale of any goods in the 

United States. 

10) Plaintiff has established that the Counterfeit Products offered for sale 

by Defendants are not genuine and that Defendants are using one or more of 

Plaintiff’s Marks on or in connection with the advertising and promotion of their 

Counterfeit Products.  

11) Plaintiff has established that it is substantially likely to succeed on the 

merits of its trademark infringement claims: 

a) Plaintiff owns valid federal trademark registrations for Plaintiff’s 

Marks; 
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b) The Counterfeit Products that Defendants are advertising and offering 

for sale are not genuine; 

c) Defendants are using spurious marks that are identical with, or 

substantially indistinguishable from, one or more of Plaintiff’s Marks 

in commerce on or in connection with the advertising, offering for 

sale, and/or sale of the Counterfeit Products; and 

d) Defendants’ use of Plaintiff’s Marks on or in connection with the 

advertising and sale of Counterfeit Products is likely to cause 

consumer confusion, mistake, or deception as to the source or origin 

of the Counterfeit Products. 

12) Under 15 U.S.C. § 1116(a) (2020), Plaintiff is entitled to a rebuttable 

presumption of irreparable harm in cases where, as here, Plaintiff is seeking a 

preliminary injunction and has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits. 

As held in the preceding paragraph, Plaintiff has made a demonstration of a 

likelihood of success on the merits and is, therefore, automatically entitled to a 

presumption of irreparable harm, thereby satisfying the second factor of the 

preliminary injunction analysis. 

13) Even in the absence of this rebuttable presumption, Plaintiff has 

shown that it is likely to suffer irreparable harm if an injunction does not issue. The 
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Counterfeit Products are of inferior quality to Plaintiff’s genuine goods, misleading 

consumers as to the true quality of Plaintiff’s goods and causing consumer 

confusion, mistake, and deception all to the detriment of Plaintiff’s goodwill. The 

continued sale of the Counterfeit Products threatens Plaintiff with the loss of 

control of its reputation and loss of the considerable goodwill it has established 

with customers. Moreover, Plaintiff has established that Counterfeit Products 

typically do not meet applicable product safety or labeling requirements. This is 

more than sufficient to establish a likelihood of irreparable harm. Ferrellgas 

Partners, L.P, 143 Fed. Appx. 180, 190 (11th Cir. 2005); Crossfit, Inc. v. Quinnie, 

232 F. Supp.3d 1295, 1316 (N.D. Ga. 2017) (“The most corrosive and irreparable 

harm attributable to trademark infringement is the inability of the victim to control 

the nature and quality of the defendants’ goods.”). 

14) It is likely that Plaintiff and consumers who purchase Defendants’ 

Counterfeit Products will suffer immediate and irreparable loss, damage, or injury 

unless Plaintiff’s request for ex parte relief is granted: 

a) It is likely that Defendants will continue to sell counterfeit and 

infringing goods through their virtual storefronts on the Marketplaces 

storefronts in the absence of the requested injunction; 
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b) As a result, it is likely that consumers will continue to be misled, 

confused, and disappointed by the quality of these goods, thereby 

significantly and irreparably damaging Plaintiff’s valuable goodwill; 

and 

c) Plaintiff will continue to suffer lost sales of genuine goods as the 

result of the lower-cost Counterfeit Products offered for sale by 

Defendants. 

15) The balance of harms favors Plaintiff. If the injunction is denied, 

Defendants will be able to shut down their virtual storefronts on the Marketplaces, 

transfer their ill-gotten gains away from the Marketplaces, and otherwise take 

immediate steps to conceal their infringing conduct and prevent Plaintiff from 

obtaining meaningful relief. In contrast, if the Court grants the requested 

injunction, Defendants will be prohibited from continuing to advertise, offer for 

sale, and sell Counterfeit Products to consumers in the United States and may be 

required to disgorge their ill-gotten gains from the past sale of such Counterfeit 

Products, neither of which constitutes any substantial harm. 

16) Granting the injunction will also be in the public’s interest. It will 

remove from the stream of commerce counterfeit and infringing goods that do not 
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meet Plaintiff’s quality control requirements, thereby preventing further consumer 

harm, confusion, mistake, or deception.  

17) Plaintiff has requested a permanent injunction and recovery of 

Defendants’ ill-gotten profits from their sale of Counterfeit Products pursuant to 15 

U.S.C. § 1117(a).  

18) By requesting equitable relief, Plaintiff has invoked this Court’s 

inherent equitable powers to order preliminary relief, including an asset freeze, in 

order to assure the availability of permanent relief. Levi Strauss & Co. v. Sunrise 

Intern. Trading Inc., 51 F.3d 982, 987 (11th Cir. 1995) (citing Fed. Trade Comm’n 

v. U.S. Oil & Gas Corp., 748 F.2d 1431, 1433–34 (11th Cir. 1984)). 

19) Defendants are likely to destroy evidence of their counterfeiting 

activities, such as evidence regarding their virtual storefronts and payment 

processing histories on the Marketplaces and other financial institutions, as well as 

hide and/or transfer any ill-gotten proceeds from the sale of Counterfeit Products 

outside of the jurisdiction of this Court, unless those assets are frozen or otherwise 

restrained. 

In light of the foregoing, it is hereby ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that 

Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction is GRANTED as follows: 
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1) Each Defendant (as reflected on the attached Exhibit A), its officers, 

directors, employees, agents, subsidiaries, distributors, and all persons in active 

concert or participation with any Defendant having notice of this Order is hereby 

ordered for the duration of this lawsuit, to: 

a) Cease or refrain from manufacturing, advertising, offering for 

sale, selling, distributing, destroying, selling off, transferring, or 

otherwise disposing of any Counterfeit Products; 

b) Cease or refrain from manufacturing, advertising, offering to 

sell, selling, reproducing, or distributing any goods bearing Plaintiff’s 

Marks, or any confusingly similar trademarks, other than genuine 

products manufactured or distributed by Plaintiff or its authorized 

manufacturers and distributors; and 

c) Cease or refrain from destroying, selling off, transferring, or 

otherwise disposing of any documents, electronically stored 

information, or financial records or assets of any kind relating to the 

manufacture, importation, sale, offer for sale, distribution, or transfer 

of any Counterfeit Products; 

d) Cease or refrain from using Plaintiff’s Marks, or any 

confusingly similar trademarks, on or in connection with any virtual 
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storefront that any Defendant may own, operate, or control on any 

Marketplace; 

e) Cease or refrain from any and all use of Plaintiff’s Marks, or 

any confusingly similar trademarks, as metatags, on any webpage 

(including the title of any web page), in any advertising links to other 

websites, from search engines’ databases or cache memory, or any 

other form of use of such terms that are visible to a computer user or 

serves to direct computer searches to virtual storefronts registered, 

owned, or operated by any Defendant on any Marketplace; and 

f) Cease or refrain from altering, disabling, closing, or transferring 

ownership of any virtual storefront on any Marketplace during the 

pendency of this Action, or until further Order of the Court. 

2) For the duration of this suit, each Defendant must preserve all 

documents and electronically stored information arising from or related to its sale, 

offering for sale, advertising, or promotion of Counterfeit Products through its 

virtual storefronts located on the Marketplaces. 

3) All financial institutions, such as payment processors, banks, escrow 

services, money transmitters, or Marketplaces, including but not limited to: 

PayPal, Inc. (“PayPal”), Ant Financial Services Group d/b/a AliPay and AliPay 
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US, Inc. (“AliPay”), DHPay Inc. (“DHPay”), Camel FinTech, Inc. (“Camel 

FinTech”), ContextLogic, Inc. (“ContextLogic”), or any other companies that 

engage or have engaged in the processing or transfer of money of or on behalf 

of any Defendants by virtue of their operation of virtual storefronts on any of 

the Marketplaces (the “Financial Institutions”) who receive actual notice of 

this Order shall immediately attach and freeze all funds in any accounts owned, 

controlled or utilized by or associated with Defendants or otherwise prohibit the 

transfer of any funds out of any such accounts and divert any frozen funds and 

any additional funds that may be transferred into the accounts into a holding 

account at the Marketplace or the respective Financial Institution for the trust of 

the Court, with such frozen funds and/or holding accounts being held, maintained, 

and/or located exclusively within the United States. 

4) Within seven (7) days of receiving actual notice of this Order, all 

Financial Institutions shall provide a report to Plaintiff for each Defendant having 

any account with the Financial Institution, the report to include, at a minimum, the 

following information:  

a) Legal name and email address of each Defendant; 

b) Current account balances and amount of funds attached, frozen, 

and being held in trust pursuant to this Order;  
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c) Identity of all financial accounts linked to or associated with 

each Defendant’s account associated with the virtual storefronts on 

the Marketplaces, or from or to which funds have been transferred 

from the attached accounts, including the name of the financial 

institution, account numbers, routing numbers, and other relevant data 

to allow Plaintiff to seek further application of this Order. 

5) No funds restrained by this Order shall be transferred or surrendered 

by any Financial Institution or Marketplace for any purpose (other than pursuant 

to a chargeback made pursuant to their security interest in the funds) without 

the express authorization of the Court. 

6)  Upon receipt of notice of this Order, each Marketplace (including 

but not limited to Alibaba, AliExpress, DHGate, Amazon, Ebay, Joom, and Wish, 

as well as any other e-commerce platform hosting virtual storefronts for any 

Defendant) on which a Defendant maintains a virtual storefront or account is 

ordered to immediately: 

a) Provide to Plaintiff the name and email address of each 

Defendant having an account or store on the Marketplace;  

b) Freeze all funds held or received by the Marketplace for any 

Defendant’s benefit; and 
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c) Disable each Defendant’s virtual storefronts on the 

Marketplaces and any accounts associated with each Defendant and 

cease providing any services to Defendants. 

7) Plaintiff may notify the Marketplaces and Financial Institutions of this 

Order by electronic means, including by electronic mail. 

8) Pursuant to this Court’s discretion, Plaintiff shall not presently be 

required to post a bond or other security. BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. v. 

MCIMetro Access Transmission Servs., LLC, 425 F.3d 964, 971 (11th Cir. 2005). 

However, any Defendant may appear and immediately challenge this portion of the 

Order by providing the Court with a reasonable estimation of its potential lost 

sales, along with supporting documentation sufficient to allow the Court to decide 

what an appropriate amount of surety would be. Plaintiff will then have one (1) 

week in which to file a response. 

9) This Order shall expire upon entry of a final judgment in this case. 

10) This Order shall apply to Defendants, their associated virtual 

storefronts on the Marketplaces, and any other websites, domain names, seller 

identification names, e-commerce stores, or Financial Institution accounts which 

are being used by Defendants for the purpose of advertising, offering for sale, and 
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selling any Counterfeit Products at issue in this action and/or unfairly competing 

with Plaintiff. 

11) Defendants and/or any other affected persons may challenge the 

appropriateness of this Order and move to dissolve this preliminary injunction and 

may request to be heard by contacting Mr. Harry Martin via email at 

Harry Martin@gand.uscourts.gov, at which time the Court will schedule a hearing 

to hear argument on Defendants’ behalf. Plaintiff is DIRECTED to serve a copy 

of this Order on each Defendant using the email addresses provided by the 

Marketplaces, Financial Institutions, or Defendants themselves, or by other 

electronic means reasonably calculated to result in actual notice. Plaintiff is 

FURTHER DIRECTED to immediately notify the Court if any Defendant 

requests additional information on how to request dissolution of this Order.   

SO ORDERED this 23rd day of April, 2021. 

 

         
AMY TOTENBERG 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
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EXHIBIT A 

LIST OF ALL NAMED DEFENDANTS SUBJECT TO ORDER 

1. 2016superstore 

2. 2016xuexuesuperstore 

3. 2017discount store 

4. 2017Happy shop 

5. alan walker chen 

6. alian 

7. Amariah 

8. amusing T-shirt 

9. Angel love Beauty 

10. Angel_ Suit Shop 

11. anlu7415 

12. anmin123 

13. AnnaBo 

14. Ants Art Gallery 

15. ArlenAthenawSrA 

16. aslpemhdu 

17. Bibs snowiy 
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18. bing fashion store 

19. brian thielei 

20. cai fashion 

21. caofengying 

22. caomeilan 

23. Carson Jewelry 

24. chanchanstore 

25. chedng d 

26. chen wall art 

27. CHEN YANG WEN 

28. chenderong7226 

29. chenfangzhu47781 

30. chengfei123 

31. chenglih 

32. chenruilil 

33. chenshimei973043 

34. chenting9123 

35. chenxinxin fashion 

36. chenyaqi3320 
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37. chenyistore 

38. ChinaBwin 

39. ChuangzhongmeilanpGt 

40. CJJWSMM 

41. Cong ming nv ren fushi 

42. Crayons' International Trade 

43. cuiming hui5584668 

44. cuiweihua324211 

45. Daily trade 

46. daisanmei8889 

47. daiyuxiu 

48. danzhenzuiling 

49. Dawang.co.ltd 

50. DDD66D8 

51. DEE666W5 

52. dengjie fashion 

53. Deratechnologyalliance 

54. dingfan123 

55. DIY_TSHIRT 
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56. DN-house 

57. dongnanxibei 

58. dream15 

59. duanjian12345 

60. dunaizhi2221 

61. dushuang123456 

62. DWDWE66 

63. E Soon Shop 

64. echosky 

65. ee66e5 

66. Egg drop soup 

67. Elizabeth Morla 

68. erhuodd 

69. EYSObhe 

70. f6f5f 

71. F6F6F65F 

72. fanfuhua9056 

73. Fashion shop 2016 

74. fengyubo95620 
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75. foryourself_art 

76. fr5gg55 

77. Freedom Anime Base 

78. fukangkejiyouxiangongsi 

79. funnyshirts 

80. futianyu0224 

81. fuweicheng66058 

82. g6g6g6g 

83. Gaochongyang375 

84. Gentlechao 

85. Gong Donghui 

86. gongan93 

87. Good friend trade 

88. Good idea store 

89. GOODSTRO_FORYOU 

90. gotoshop168 

91. guermei888 

92. gulianqin 

93. guohua store 
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94. h8239eed 

95. hailun fashion 

96. hanxiangsheng 

97. Hao hao garments 

98. hehao65399405 

99. Hepeijuan5522 

100. hexingyan6079 

101. heyang fashion 

102. heyiping668 

103. Heysweetgirls 

104. hghgghgh 

105. hhz515 

106. houyushen668 

107. huangchangqing888 

108. huanghongyun8023 

109. huangjiawen95081 

110. huangxuerong654 

111. huangzedong 

112. huhu62 
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113. huixu fashion store 

114. hukai4416 

115. Huzhenfu123 

116. Jamillah 

117. Jason McWhirt 

118. Jason West 

119. jdjndnd 

120. JfshbwD 

121. JHartprint88 

122. jianbingnewcolthesstore 

123. jiangcheng780 

124. Jiangtao Sotre 

125. Jiayudecoration 

126. jingcizhihz 

127. JIZHENJI 

128. Johnsondamin 

129. Jonie1993 

130. Josephine Taranto 

131. juanshuiliu 
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132. K8K8K8 

133. k8k82 

134. Kids' Clothing Center 

135. kidswen 

136. kongxuanyu1123 

137. lailei81 

138. laiyonglin888 

139. langligelang 

140. Lanxi Hao Bo ecommerce.Co.， Ltd. 

141. leishanshanshop 

142. leyichuangyijiaju 

143. LiaoYong114056 

144. libei123456 

145. lihaifeijia 

146. lijjianbing25800 

147. Lijungoodsstore 

148. lijunying fashion 

149. limingh 

150. limomo1126 
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151. "Linda Bentley" 

152. linguoxiang fashion 

153. linhaling 

154. linlihuan fashion 

155. linlin135 

156. linsuruo9833 

157. lioxiaochai 

158. liruilin147258 

159. lishun123 

160. lisiqin520 

161. liuankang6092 

162. liuchenyuj 

163. liujie345 

164. liulei609 

165. liuqinrong688 

166. liuwenweng 

167. liuxia668822 

168. liuxiaowan666 

169. liuxuanlihewowo@163.com 
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170. liuziqi fashion 

171. lixinling5678 

172. liyang111 

173. liyaolong13 

174. Liyixiao521 

175. Longlihua~11 

176. longrace 

177. Longxiang water pressure pump 

178. longzhichao123 

179. LotusApparel 

180. LOUE 

181. lucky  glil 

182. LujuyoupC 

183. luohong12345 

184. LUOZHIWU2019 

185. luqianlai fashion 

186. luyi fashion 

187. malei4636 

188. maoyifei fahion 
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189. Maryasdg 

190. mashuai fashion 

191. mayong12 

192. meijinyu201506 

193. meimeistore2018 

194. Meiziyichu wuxi 

195. ming fashion 

196. mingxiaoxu 

197. MrZhou1970 

198. muhong123123 

199. Nikki Skaggs 

200. nnnjkkl 

201. ochenmei 

202. onlineshoping 

203. OOipasighhw 

204. ouqu334 plaza 

205. ouyangfei fashion 

206. pei18 

207. phuchung 
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208. piaoxiang wholeshop 

209. ppwqishop 

210. PremiumTShirt 

211. Princess Bed 

212. Putuo 

213. qianguanfu 

214. qin fashion world 

215. qingxiu fashion 

216. qiushu 

217. qiuyu fashion 

218. qmkbppj shopping 

219. rcftvgybhuj 

220. rmx5869 

221. rongshuli7755 

222. RRR6R6R 

223. S&S House 

224. Sago 

225. SanD9 

226. Shana Simmons 
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227. shangwen fashion 

228. shengjiafenghui 

229. shenjianmei fashion 

230. shenshiyan 

231. shenzhenshiyixinghetouzifazhanyouxiangongsi 

232. shijingli1234 

233. shimeimei3227 

234. shishangzhuguoji 

235. shujiaobu34 

236. siponiang 

237. sixinxin00668 

238. smilecharming 

239. soogu 

240. southfeather 

241. Sportlover Apparel Store 

242. ssdss5 

243. suenXIAO-54 

244. SunflowerShopUS 

245. Sunset Store 
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246. SunTees 

247. sunxiping 

248. superapes 

249. surecat7 

250. tangmengru5806 

251. Tangshanshan0415 

252. tangtaijun01 

253. tangyilin fashion 

254. taoyanan151 

255. TeenWaGer 

256. TengxingjumA 

257. The crazy story 

258. The fashion Tshirt 

259. tianbinbin 

260. tianyuansuppermarket 

261. Tingxuan shoping 

262. tongyinsheng 

263. Toni Cafer 

264. TuoZhang 
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265. tylg 

266. ugjhbhj 

267. V6V6VV8 

268. waiawaimi 

269. wang27961 

270. wangchongchong 

271. Wangfating 

272. wanglianjun1314 

273. wangqianqian01 

274. wangtingting0205 

275. wangwenjing8891 

276. wangwenjun008 

277. Wangyuai226 

278. wanqiang wholeshop 

279. Waou 

280. weijuli711977 

281. weiqi fashion 

282. weiyuexiao1314 

283. wen fashion 
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284. wenmei666 

285. Wgz 

286. wing4932 

287. wubinxidieyun 

288. wuguangying 

289. wuli fashion 

290. wuyunpeng3334 

291. wuzongxin66885 

292. wwff2 

293. Xia Yu Koizumi scissors brand 

294. xiabolin2266 

295. XiadaoshitangvCb 

296. xiaoao5078 

297. xiaobao130127@163.com 

298. xiaoqiaofeng 

299. xiaxia888 

300. xielimin4488 

301. XIEWEIBO 

302. xingzhenkun 
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303. xiongqian242 

304. xitinghuag 

305. xiuen 

306. xujie1778 

307. xumeidan4565489 

308. xuxiaoming888907 

309. Yang_ming 

310. yangling14725 

311. yangna8349 

312. yangqilin 

313. yangshukai0525 

314. yangting3695 

315. yangxianlian963258 

316. Yangyurong1974 

317. yijinhui369728 

318. yiyuge66058 

319. youyun11530 

320. yqiktore 

321. YTT STORE 
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322. Yuan yufang world 

323. yuge1234 

324. yule fashion 

325. yushuang1212 

326. YYYTT9T9 

327. zenghuizhen0909 

328. zenglijie6620 

329. zhang li66058 

330. zhang2010 

331. zhangchenxia 

332. zhangliang1009 

333. zhangmeimei6688 

334. zhangni880152 

335. zhangxuza 

336. zhangyanan1 

337. zhangyang8828 

338. zhangyun1218 

339. zhangzhenning fashion 

340. zhaochangfei 
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341. zhaojingyan190306 

342. zhaoshefeng56234 

343. ZheJiang Hao Yun company 

344. zhengjiameim 

345. ZhijieshasE 

346. zhongyaun fashion 

347. zhoujie6701 

348. zhoujunjunjiejie 

349. zhoutian3406 

350. zimei fashion 

351. zimoshanghua 

352. ZongzhaochenggJ 

353. zoucuiwen8325 
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